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Abstract
Occurrence of spasticity of the hand after a stroke event is recognized as a major cause of
functional limitations which reduces the quality of life in patients. Dynamic splints are among
the alternative rehabilitation treatments for reducing spasticity of the hand. However, evidence
supporting their effectiveness in restoring hand functionality, their long-term and short-term
effects is limited. Moreover, standardized methods of designing dynamic splints are currently
lacking. This review describes the methods used to design dynamic splints, their functionality
and the current issues surrounding their application to post-stroke patients with spasticity
of upper limbs. In so doing, we provide the foundational knowledge which may be tested in
future clinical trials and in splint edifications to enhance the efficiency of splints to improve the
quality of life in stroke patients. When properly designed to fit a patient, a dynamic splint can
promote the functional recovery of a spastic hand. Further research is required to deepen our
understanding on the clinical utility of dynamic splints in post-stroke patients to optimize their
recovery outcomes.
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Introduction
Stroke/Cerebrovascular disease (CVA) is a condition that
is characterised by interruption of any part of the cerebral
circulatory system caused by occlusion or rupture of blood
vessels [1]. CVA is the 4th most common cause of death and the
main cause of disabilities occurring in mid to late adulthood
world-wide [1-3]. After a lesion occurs in the structures of
cerebral circulation, spasticity of upper limbs or lower limbs
develops depending on the area of cerebral circulation affected
[4,5]. In post-stroke patients, spasticity frequently occurs in the
upper limbs because the middle cerebral artery is the largest
artery of the brain and it is the most affected artery by strokeevoked lesions [6,7]. Spasticity is defined as a motor disorder
characterized by a velocity-dependent increase in tonic stretch
reflexes/muscle tone with exaggerated tendon jerks, resulting
from hyperexcitability of the stretch reflex, as one component
of the upper motor neuron syndrome [8]. Other authors suggest
that it is a sensorimotor phenomenon related to the incorporation
of the nervous system motor responses to sensory input and it
does not occur alone [9]. Instead it coexists with a myriad of
other characteristics such as contractures, hypertonia, muscle
weakness and movement disorders [9].
Upper limb spasticity poses functional challenges to a poststroke patient when engaging in daily living activities [7]. If
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not treated it causes learnt non-use, muscle weakness, muscle
atrophy, poor hand functional skills and sensory loss in the
affected upper limb [7]. Rehabilitation professionals design
and adapt dynamic splints which are meant to maintain muscle
tissue length in stroke patients with spasticity [10]. A dynamic
splint is defined by Dyna Splint Systems Inc [1] as a twosided non-circumferential spring loaded tensioning apparatus
that increases joint range of motion by providing a low-load
prolonged timed tissue stretch. Splints have been used for stroke
patients since 1911 [11,12]. This review focuses on the design
of a dynamic splint, its functionality, the current issues and
limitations surrounding its usage in post-stroke patients with
spasticity of upper limbs.
Literature Review
The typical patterns of hand spasticity resulting from stroke
Stroke affects the motor cortex in the internal capsule thereby
producing initial hypotonia and absent tendon jerks followed
weeks later by spasticity in antigravity muscles of the upper
limb [13]. The initial paresis after stroke is caused by formation
of lesions, neuronal destruction, cerebral oedema, increased
cerebral inhibitory activity and ischemia [13]. The mechanism
by which spasticity emerges in the upper limb is not fully
understood but some processes have been suggested to be
involved including hyperactive alpha motor neurons in muscles,
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abnormal excitability of spinal interneurons, loss of supraspinal
inhibitory or excitatory influences and intra-muscular changes in
the affected limb [9,14,15]. After formation of lesions, the brain
compensates for normal movements using synergies [16]. The
simultaneous presence of synergies, coactivation of agonist and
antagonistic muscles result in abnormal postures which makes it
difficult for the patient to perform voluntary movements of the
hand. Such patients experience flaccidity, spasticity or weakness
in the shoulder muscles, especially abductors, wrist muscles and
finger extensors [16].
Spasticity of the upper limbs is a major outcome after stroke [1719]. The hand spasticity pattern also known as ‘flexor synergy’
is characterized with a posture that consists of internal rotation
and adduction of shoulder combined with flexion at the elbow,
wrist and finger joints [12,20]. This causes unequal forces
between the agonist and antagonist muscles of the upper limbs
thereby compromising the static joint position and dynamic
limb movements [20]. Pain and motor pathways influence each
other which produces spasticity and pain concurrently [15]. The
functionality of the hand is diminished because of the inability
to isolate the appropriate agonist muscle and increased muscular
force at task-unrelated muscles [16]. On this basis recovery of
a spastic hand depends on the reduction of cerebral oedema,
necrotic tissue and reorganisation of the central nervous system
[21].
Anatomical considerations of the hand in relation to dynamic
splinting
Understanding the anatomical structures of the forearm, wrist
and hand is important to the designing a splint [22]. Some of the
important anatomical structures and pressure points to consider
include the palmar creases of the hand (distal, proximal, thenar
and wrist), arches of the hand (distal; longitudinal and proximal
transverse), styloid processes (radial and ulnar),finger web
spaces and joint intersections (MCP; CMC; PIP; DIP and IP of
the thumb) [22]. The knowledge of normal joint functions and
kinematic movements such as rolling, gliding and spinning is
also essential during the design of a dynamic splint with high
stability and mobility [23]. A human hand is made up of the
wrist; palm and fingers [24]. It is the most flexible part of the
human skeleton and it exhibits fine motor skills when performing
daily living activities [24].
The hand consists of 27 bones, 27 joints, 34 muscles, over 100
ligaments and tendons as well as numerous blood vessels and
nerves [24]. The back of the hand is called the dorsal side and
the palm of the hand is called the volar side [25]. The 27 bones
are divided into 8 carpal bones (wrist area); 5 metacarpal bones
(palmar area) and 14 phalanges (finger area) [25]. There are 5
metacarpal bones which serve as the foundations for the thumb;
index; middle; ring and little fingers. The 14 phalanges serve as
the fingers with proximal (near to palm); medial (middle) and
distal parts (near to nails) [25]. The thumb consists of 2 phalanges
while each of the other 4 fingers consists of 3 phalanges [24]. The
joints of a hand include the carpometacarpal CMC (wrist area),
metacarpal MCP (knuckle area), proximal interphalangeal PIP
(in finger near palm area), distal interphalangeal DIP (in finger
near nails) and only one interphalangeal IP joint in thumb [25].
In addition; the hand contains intrinsic (thenar, deep palm and
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hypothenar area) and extrinsic (dorsal and volar side) muscle
groups [25]. Innervation of the hand is supplied by the spinal
root nerves from C5-T2 in the form of radial (lateral 3 and half
fingers on dorsal side), median (lateral 3 and half fingers volar
side) and ulnar nerves (medial one and half fingers) [24]. Blood
supply to the hand originates from the radial artery (which runs
in front of wrist and thumb area) where a pulse can be taken and
the ulnar artery (which runs along the ulnar nerve distribution
area) [26]. The functional position of the hand is achieved when
the wrist is in 20-35 degrees of extension; normal transverse
arch; PIP joints flexed from 45-60 degrees and the thumb in
abduction combined with opposition [22]. This position allows
the hand to perform tasks using power grips such as cylindrical;
spherical and hook or precision grips such as pad-to-pad; tipto-tip; pad-to-side; side-to-side and lumbrical [24]. The normal
osteo-kinematics of the hand include movements of fingers such
as extension; flexion; adduction and abduction; while thumb
movements include extension, flexion, adduction, abduction
and opposition [27].
An overview of dynamic splints
Basic types of splints for the hand: A splint is a noncircumferential external device made from different
materials and it is designed to apply; distribute or remove
forces to/from the body in a controlled manner to either maintain
movement; change shape of muscle tissue or reduce spasticity
[28]. The static (immobile) and dynamic (mobile) splints are the
common types of splints used for the hand [28]. Common hand
static splints include ulnar gutter, radial gutter, thumb Spica,
volar, dorsal, single and double sugar tong [28]. This review
will be focused on dynamic splints. In comparison to a static
splint; a dynamic splint is made from the same materials as a
static splint but contains extra components which allow mobility
e.g., outrigger; springs; elastic strings and individual finger belt.
An outrigger is a projection from the splint base which is used
by the therapist to position the mobilizing force of the splint to
the patient’s limb to allow tissue remodelling and improve hand
function [12]. Both types of splints perform similar functions
although a dynamic splint is superior as it provides more benefits
such as reduction of spasticity; allowing comfortable stretch;
increasing compliance and motivation; reduction of joint pain,
prevention of oedema, repositioning fingers into extension
positions and increasing brain plasticity [29].
Dynamic splinting materials for the hand: The choice of
splinting materials depends on their memory; drapability;
elasticity; ability to bond; time to heat; flexibility; durability
and thickness [6]. Dynamic/static splints can be made from
different materials such as high/low temperature thermoplastics
(Polypropylene, Polymethyl methacrylate, low/high density
Polythene, PolyformTM; Prodrape-TTM, EzeformTM, AquaplastTTM, Aquaplast WatercolorsTM Moldable Thermo-pellets,
OrfilightTM, Kay-splint, PolyflexTM, San-SplintTM and many
others), plaster of Paris, fiberglass, air splints, Neoprene, leather,
Velcro strapping, Lycra, elastic band gloves and wooden dowels
[12,30].
Production and customization of the dynamic splint: When
producing and customizing a dynamic splint the patient must
be seated in a comfortable position with the elbow at 90
degrees and the hand in a functional position (wrist extension
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at 20-35 degrees, normal transverse arch, fingers flexed from
45-60 degrees and the thumb in abduction and opposition). A
dynamic splint is cast on the hand in functional position i.e.,
between 30-35 degrees of wrist extension and when the muscle
tone is higher; it is cast on the hand with wrist extension at 15
degrees to increase grip effort [31,32]. The length of the forearm
component should be two-thirds of the forearm and the trough
should cover a half of the transverse circumference of the
forearm [22]. When the splint is cast on the hand it should be
adjusted to avoid restricting the distal palmar crease to allow
metacarpophalangeal (MCP) mobility [22].
In contrast, when customizing a static splint, the patient’s hand
should to be in a resting position (neutral wrist, fingers slightly
flexed, the thumb extended and all hand components relaxed)
[22,33]. The patient’s anatomical center of the hand must be at
the 3rd metacarpal the point where all fingers converge 22. The
direction of pull of the fingers must be at a flexion of 10-30
degrees because all fingers flex obliquely with an exception of
the 3rd finger [22]. A study suggested that when a therapist is
applying a splint, they must use personal protective equipment
(PPE), non-sterile gloves and mask to avoid exposure to body
fluids [33]. The therapist should monitor patient’s vital signs,
perform neurovascular assessment and remove any ornaments
or clothing on the upper limb to be splinted [33].
All materials needed for splinting should be made available
prior to the fitting process including the following e.g., scissors,
springs, outrigger, tape measure, splint material, water bath
oven with warm water, stockinette, cotton padding and elastic
bandages or Velcro straps [33]. The dimensions of the area to be
splinted may be drawn on the splinting material or paper before
cutting [33]. A stockinette/padding material may be applied to
the skin of the upper limb to prevent friction-related soft tissue
injuries when applying the splint [33]. The splinting material
should be warmed with hot water/gun until it is soft/ transparent
and then dried by a towel to remove excess water. It is then cast
on the patient’s upper limb contours taking into consideration
of the bony prominences while it is still wet or soft [28,33].
The splint edges should be smoothened to avoid friction-related
injuries to the patient’s hand [33]. When it dries/hardens; the
splint is then secured to the hand by wrapping with elastic
bandages or Velcro straps in a distal to proximal fashion [33].
The patient should be trained on the wearing schedule; cleaning
schedule and to observe skin color changes on a daily basis
[22]. The upper limb alignment; skin color; skin appearance;
comfortability and pain level should be assessed after fitting the
splint and adjusting the springs; bandages or straps [33].
The key features of the dynamic splint: A dynamic splint
consists of a static base which forms the foundation of the splint
and an outrigger; which is the mobile part consisting of levers;
springs or pulleys [34,35]. It also consists a dynamic component
to facilitate the splint mobility with the associated structures like
finger springs, adjustable tensioner, finger lead mounts, digit
caps, thumb spring and wrist mount areas [22,31]. A dynamic
splint consists of 4 springs to fit 4 fingers and 1 spring to fit
the thumb finger; which is connected to a modifiable tension
builder to suit the patient’s needs based on grasp and release
actions [31]. The 4 finger lead mounts are placed on the distal
part of the hand splint towards the finger tips [31]. The splint
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must also contain digit caps which prevents the movement of
DIP finger joints and IP thumb joint [31]. By so doing; the digit
caps allow efficient grasp and release actions of the hand [31].
Research demonstrates that patients who engage in more grasp
and release activities show positive results in terms of decreased
spasticity [31]. A typical design of a dynamic splint is shown in
Figure 1 below.
Structurally, dynamic splints are designed to fit into the normal
hand arches and contours; thereby providing comfort through
inclusion of interior padding; maintaining axis of motion;
enabling functional balance of unaffected muscles; and
providing optimal stability with maximum mobility potential.
They also free the palmar surface of the hand and offer large
surface area for optimal pressure distribution in addition to
exerting minimal stretch on muscles in the long-term period
[22]. The splint also allows easy donning or doffing, lightweight, easy to clean and have a good cosmetic appearance [22].
A poorly designed dynamic splint may lead to complications
such as joint deformity, soft tissue inflammation, pain, ischemia
and pressure sores [36].
The mechanical forces within the dynamic splint: The
mechanical efficiency and comfort of a dynamic splint can be
increased by decreasing its tension levels [22]. Perpendicular
traction and acceptable tension can be adjusted based on the
feedback from the patient as it is adjusted to the hand [22]. The
amount of tension on the springs depends on patient’s condition
[31]. If the aim is to improve grip strength or to learn to release
objects, then more resistive springs are required; whereas to
promote voluntary deactivation of hand flexors with increased
hand extension activity; less resistive springs are used [31].
The tension and compression of the bandages/straps should be
matched to the weight of the upper limb to produce the desired
balance [22]. All horizontal forces in the dynamic splint should
sum up to 0 because this avoids problems such as frictionrelated injuries; shearing and pressure induced soft tissuerelated injuries [22].
A study by da Silva et al. [36] investigated the amount of force/
tension required for each finger by designing a dynamic splint
which can be connected to a dynamometer to allow forces
measurement. They located the axis of rotation of the PIP joint
of middle finger using Reuleaux method and then connected
the dynamic splint to a dynamometer by PesolaTM (0-600 grams
of force scale and a 5g resolution). Their research concluded
that the spring tension increases at the beginning of PIP finger
flexion and decreases when the flexion angle increases [36].
They further explained that the longer the finger; the greater
the spring tension exerted on the tendon of the finger [36]. In a
study by Willis et al. [37] it was suggested that a dynamic splint
should offer a prolonged duration of inactive; joint precise
stretching with small-load power.

Current literature evidence
The benefits of using dynamic splints with post-stroke
patients: Based on prior studies; dynamic splints have been
shown to enhance the capacity of post-stroke patient with
plasticity of upper limbs to engage in task-specific training
activities that involve grasp and release actions of the hand;
which in turn promotes the plasticity of the brain because it
J Neurol Neurorehabil Res 2018 Volume 3 Issue 2
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imitates the functions of the hand [29]. Dynamic splints such
as SaeboFlex allow effective active wrist and finger extensions
to occur thereby improving the functionality of the hand
[29]. In addition; they offer the biomechanical advantage of
performing prehension grasp and release activities; reduces
joint pains; protects the joints; and prevents edema when the
hand is at rest [29]. Dynamic splints also enhance the stability
of muscle tissues; restrict unnecessary motions which impair
hand functions, compensate for the weak muscles and maintain
the natural alignment of anatomical structures [22]. They have
also been shown to decrease soft tissue adhesions; facilitate
soft tissue remodeling and promote finger tendon gliding
movements [22]. Radomski et al. also recognized that dynamic
splints promote muscle balance; improve blood circulation and
prevent muscle atrophy [22].
The effects of dynamic splinting on muscle tone and
hand function: If the upper limb spasticity is left untreated;
contractures develop due to abnormal shortening of the soft
tissue structures spanning the joints such as the skin; ligaments;
tendon; muscles and joint capsules [29]. An ideal dynamic splint
should therefore facilitate hand mobility which stretches the
muscles; tendons and ligaments to maintain their length thereby
reducing spasticity [29]. Spasticity and impaired hand motor
skills can be treated by harnessing the plasticity property of the
brain through mass movement and task-oriented arm training
[29]. The study by Pitts et al. [23] suggested that hand splints can
be used to train motor learning and improve neural plasticity in
the brain. When spasticity occurs together with immobilization;
the resulting peripheral musculoskeletal tightness decreases
the functional recovery of the hand [23]. They concluded that
dynamic splints can improve the hand functional outcomes
by maintaining the peripheral muscle and joint structures at a
functional length [23].
When left in the immobilized state with the flexor synergy;
the condition of the upper limbs progresses to a fibrotic state
which triggers cross-sectional muscle bridge changes; loss of
sarcomeres and development of early contractures [23]. In such
conditions, splints provide a safe low-load force to the spastic
muscles which facilitates muscle relaxation; maintains muscle
length and prevent contractures [23]. In their study, Pitts et
al. [23] suggested the Total End Range Time (TERT ) method
should be used when fitting dynamic splints to stroke patients.
This method involves the use of a biological creep (placing the
spastic muscle tissue under constant safe stress) for 8 hours and
a mechanical creep (placing a steady dynamic manipulation
force from a device) for 2 hours [23]. Research confirms that
muscle activation when the muscle is at a low-load stretch can
reduce hypersensitivity of the stretch reflex [31].
Literature evidence for the effectiveness of dynamic splints:
In a previous study [32], the use of dynamic splints on the upper
limb function was investigated in 8 post-stroke patients. The
patients wore the splints for 45 minutes a day; 5 times per week
and for a 6-week period. The results of the study showed that
at the end of the treatment period, patients had improved hand
function; high motivation and self-regulation [32]. Another
study Kimbler et al. [38] investigated the effectiveness of
dynamic splints on the contractures of the hands of patients with
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spinal cord injuries. The patients wore the splints for 45 minutes
in each hand twice a day; and were given occupational therapy
treatments 5 times a week for a period of 3 months. Their
findings revealed that a dynamic splint can reduce spasticity and
improve the functionality of the hand [38]. Several other studies
have also reported that dynamic splinting reduces spasticity and
prevents contractures of the upper limb muscles [20,39,40].
A study by Prakash et al. [41] investigated the effect of dynamic
splints on the deltoid muscle activity in stroke patients using
functional tasks. Thirty participants were divided into 2 groups;
control group (performed functional tasks without the splint)
and the treatment group (performed functional tasks using a
splint) for 30 minutes per day, 3-4 times per week, for a period
of 4 weeks. They found that there was significant improvement
in hand functionality in the group that used the dynamic splint
compared to the control group [41]. Furthermore, Chang et
al. [40] the effects of dynamic splints on the muscle strength
and hand function in post-stroke patients were demonstrated
by another study [40]. In this study a comparison of hand
functionality was made between patients received conventional
therapy and those that received dynamic splints for 3 months.
The results indicated that wearing a dynamic splint that is
customized for a home-use rehabilitation program in addition
to receiving a hospital treatment program may improve hand
functions reduce spasticity and enhance muscle strength of
hemiplegic hands [40].
Literature evidence for the ineffectiveness of dynamic
splints: A study by Eghlidi et al. compared the effectiveness
of dynamic and static splints in reducing spasticity of the hand
in post-stroke patients [42]. Thirty-one stroke patients were
randomly divided into 3 treatment groups, static splint, dynamic
splint and a control group. Participants in the intervention
groups wore customized splints for 6 hours per day, 5 days a
week and for a period of 3 months [42]. The Modified Ashworth
Scale (MAS) and Electromyography (EMG) tests were used to
measure wrist spasticity at the baseline and after 3 months. Their
results showed that the splints did not induced any significant
effect on hand spasticity [42]. In a randomized controlled trial
by Lannin et al. [43], the effect of a static neutral splint on hand
spasticity was investigated. Sixty-three post-stroke patients
were divided into control and treatment groups. The neutral
static splints were fitted while the hands of the participants were
in the neutral and slight extension position for 9-12 hours per
day, overnight, for a period of 4 weeks. Similar to the study by
Eghlidi et al. they found that the static splints did not reduce
hand spasticity in stroke patients [43].
Collectively, studies by Rose et al., Langlois et al. and Basaran et
al. which were performed to evaluate the effectiveness of splints
on reducing spasticity in upper limbs using hand resting splints
for 4-6 weeks, showed that the splints did not reduce spasticity
[39]. Moreover, several studies have suggested that static
splinting might not reduce spasticity in most cases and but can
only be used to prevent contractures [44-46]. Interestingly the
use of static splints may cause many complications and should
be avoided according to a previous randomized controlled trial
[43].
Critical issues arising from previous studies that utilized
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Figure 1. This figure shows a type of a dynamic splint called Saebo Flex [29].

the dynamic splint: A study by Gambhir reported that most
therapists in the current era prefer dynamic splints to static
splints as they produce superior results in patients with hand
spasticity [12]. With regard to the controversies surrounding the
effectiveness of dynamic splints, Franck et al. suggested that the
hand recovery observed in post-stroke patients when dynamic
splints were applied was suspected to be a result of spontaneous
recoveryspontaneous recovery since his patients were in the
sub-acute stage of stroke [32]. In contrast, Naro et al. postulated
that non-pharmacological treatments; including dynamic
splints, reduce spasticity by inducing changes to the viscoelastic
properties of connective tissues [20]. This mechanism may
explain the positive results of dynamic splints reported in
some studies; although additional molecular and histological
studies are required to validate this concept. Moreover, it has
been suggested that future studies should consider the etiology
of spasticity, age of patient and severity of the spasticity as
they can predict the recovery process and choice of treatment
strategies [20].
Furthermore, Kimbler et al. suggested that progressive
tension changes the end range, and therefore dynamic splint
tension should be adjusted to challenge the new end range
[38]. This implies that dynamic splints can be designed to
suit the progressive increases in the range of motion of the
wrist. Mechanistically, Foley et al. suggested that training and
treatment in the first 4 weeks after a stroke event could result
in upregulation of growth promoting factors thereby reducing
spasticity and increasing hand function [47]. Indeed, the usage
of dynamic splints at hospital settings with a home program
produces positive results as reported by Chang and Lai [40].
However, a major drawback of their study is that they did not
include a control group. Thus; this limits the interpretation of
their findings. A study by Prakash stated that the patients may
have experienced improved outcomes due to the motor cortex
priming and reorganization [41]. But in their study they did not
consider the stroke duration of their participants; which is a key
determinant of recovery. It is worthy to note that the duration of
treatment may influence the recovery outcomes. For instance,
Lannin et al. concluded that the absence of positive outcomes
after dynamic splints application in their investigation was due
to the short treatment duration of 4 weeks [43]. Moreover, the
participants were not blinded which affects the validity of their
outcomes since the lack of blinding may influence the patients’
responses to subjective outcome measures.
Conclusions and key issues emerging from this review
Based on the datasets reviewed above; it can be noted that
dynamic splints might not have been effective in reducing
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hand spasticity because spasticity does not occur alone;
but it is usually accompanied with other conditions such as
pain; fibrosis, contracture, movement disorders and muscle
weakness. For the studies where, dynamic splints produced
positive effects, it could have been the viscoelastic changes
in the muscles or spontaneous recovery of the patient. Further
studies are advocated to develop standardized and conventional
methods for the application of dynamic splints. Importantly,
assessment tools or devices which can accurately measure the
intensity of spasticity of the hand before prescribing a splint
should be explored. Further research should also investigate
whether dynamic splints reduce spasticity directly or indirectly
through other physiological processes and should take serious
consideration of the etiology of spasticity, age of patient, stage
of stroke and spasticity severity as they can interfere with
results. There is also need to develop standardized measurement
device embedded within the dynamic splint to show the amount
of force/tension directed to the fingers and to measure the
direct effect of the splint on the muscular tissues. Clinical trials
should be performed to investigate whether dynamic splints are
effective in the acute or chronic stages of post-stroke patients,
combining structured home-program and the precise duration of
use. Future studies might also consider investigating the effect
of a progressive dynamic splint (which can be adjusted the
angle of the static base after certain intervals) on hand spasticity.
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